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smoking women aged 30-55 y in 1976 were examined for 8 y of follow-up.
Each woman reported her weight every 2 y on questionnaires, and diet was assessed in 1980 with a semiquantitative food frequency questionnaire. Self-reported weight was highly correlated over time, decreasing from r =0. 95 over 2 y to r =0. 89 over 8 y. Weight gain was inversely related to age (r =-0.06). Weight change in a given 2-y interval was inversely related to change in weight over the subsequent 2 y (r =-0.30).
Age, relative weight, and prior weight change were stronger pre- These results were unchanged when we added prior The relations that we observed between recent diet and both prior and future weight change are complex.
These data suggest that although past diet may be related to recent weight change, the strong inverse relation between prior weight gain and future weight gain means that nutrients will reverse their relation between past and future weight change. The reversal ofthe associations with future weight change is likely to also reflect the strong tendency to modify diet in response to changing weight. The consistent associations seen for alcohol, caffeine, and saccharm intake in both time periods may reflect patterns of intake that are less likely to change over time. 
